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FREE YOUR MIND TODAY

T E C H N I Q U E  F R O M  V O Y A G E R S

• Call light to yourself. Imagine that you can see light

streaming in from a beamabove you, as if there was a sun

positioned above your consciousness.

• Breathe light from that sun, into your consciousness and feel

it make the pulsation rhythm of the thought-form and your

consciousness move faster. See the dark area that is presently

“you” become more and more light filled. Begin to

hear the sound pitch of the energy in the thought-form and

hear its fre- quency raise, as more and more light enters the

thought-form. 



Allow the sound and sensation of expanding light to fill your entire

consciousness,and continue to draw light in, until you sense a distinct

stop to the sensa- tion of light expanding. The thought-form has now

reached its maximum holding capacity for UHF energy.

• Now, imagine that the sun above you is moving down, into your

consciousness and the thought-form. When the sun enters the

thought-form, the thought- form explodes and the crystalline energy

substance, of which its morpho-genetic field was made, literally blows

apart. The thought-form no longer exists as a reality within your body

or consciousness, its particles of energy substance have been released. 

The energetic reality of this process is that of using inner light

(visualizations) to guide UHF sound patterns into a thought-form

morphogenetic field. The UHF sound patterns literally shatter the

energy structure of the thought-form, breaking apart the crys-

tallization of slower-pulsating energy particles, just as certain tones of

sound can cause a glass to shatter in the physical world. Through

engaging in this process, you are literally merging the slower-pulsating

crystallized particles with their anti-particles, through the thought-form

of the sunthat you created during the visualization.

That “sun” image translates through your body consciousness as D-5

through D-8 frequency, the fre- quency bands of transmutation

through which particle and anti-particle merge. When you merge

multidimensional particles and anti-particles you create photons.

Through this exercise you have created a burst of photo- nic energy

within the frequency bands in which the thought-form crystal- lization

had been.• To conclude this exercise, focus upon the image of the sun

causing the thought- form to explode



Imagine that you can feel this explosion within your body as
asudden burst of energy that runs through your cells from the
area in the body where the dark area had been. Visualize this
occurring, and see that the dark area is now filled with radiating
light. You may not have to imagine the sensation of energy
rushing through you at all, for this is the energetic reality of what
is taking place. 

 
The degree to which you can sense this energy release will
depend upon how sensitized your neurological structure is to
higher fre- quency energy. This sensitivity will increase the more
you engage your consciousness in activities such as this exercise.
Exercises like this activate dormant DNA codes, which program
the body to build new neuro-pas- sageways and nerve endings.
This increases the body’s ability to sense sub-tle energy and
expands the perceptual range of consciousness while it is
focused in the body.
• As you visualize photonic light running through your body,
consciously guide that light directly into the DNA, while holding
the intention that the body will use this energy to accelerate the
DNA-building process, under the direction of the soul matrix
identity. Visualize minute photonic particles moving into and ad-
hering to your double helix DNA strands, until you perceive all of
the light par- ticles that were released, as merging with your
DNA.• Complete the exercise by visualizing your consciousness
returning into the bright light sun, then move your awareness
backward through the dark tunnel until it is focused in your
present moment station of consciousness.


